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Gregg Perkins
 First There is a Mountain

Wanderlust can be a driving force in an individual’s life. It can motivate someone to leave 
home and cross continents and to know topographies and peoples different from what 
or whom he is accustomed. Swiss aviator Walter Mittelholzer was one such man. Born 
in Switzerland in 1894, Mittelholzer began his journeys in his youth hiking the rustic and 
romantic Alps that extend from France to Slovenia in the East. He eschewed his father’s 
wishes to take over the family bakery and left for Zürich in 1917 to become a photogra-
pher. By the 1920s, after a brief stint in the Swiss army as an aerial photographer, he began 
flying airplanes. Using his own photographs and films as effective marketing schemes, he 
made an apprehensive public fall in love with the potential of airplanes. Simultaneously, 
he was one of the founders of Swissair and a true pioneer of what we have come to know 
as modern air travel. 

For the exhibition, First There is a Mountain, Gregg Perkins approaches Mittelholzer’s 
legacy, focusing on the year 1934 when the Swiss adventurer had achieved the height of his 
popularity. To the Swiss and other Europeans, the aviator’s bravery and zest for adventure 
made him a household name. Mittelholzer had already been the first man to fly the length 
of Africa1 when he decided to take his Fokker airplane from Zürich through Belgrade and 
Transylvania to Palestine and then into Abssynia. In one of his many best-selling memoirs, 
Mittelholzer wrote heroically about the implications of his journeys, “Man is [the] unchal-
lenged victor over space and time.”2 Perkins takes a more modest perspective, and several 
of his works in the exhibition use Mittelholzer’s life and images as points of departure to 
discuss technology, topography, landscape, and the construction of narrative. 

Perkins’s Double Mountain appropriates Mittelholzer’s famous image of Mont Blanc 
as the basis for his photogravure. Using a mix of digital and analog technologies, the 
artist scanned the photograph, converted it into a negative image and then doubled it. 
The snow-covered peaks of the mountain push upwards towards the sky and fold into 
each other like a kaleidoscope. By doubling the photograph, Perkins hints at how we 
experience multiple impressions of Mont Blanc when we juxtapose the past with the 
present. He presents us with his own layered impression of the storied mountain that 
includes Mittelholzer’s classic image. He also focuses our attention on the mountain itself. 
Mittelholzer’s fascination for mountains is evident in a self-made book, comprised only of 
pictures of mountains, which he created in 1918 for Liny, his future wife. Perkins shares 
Mittelholzer’s obsession, but he aims to delve deeper. Double Mountain, for example, 
resembles a kind of Rorschach rendition of mountain that forces the viewer to see both 
figurative and abstract elements and activates a psychological experience. 

Mittelholzer took his pictures with a Zeis 4x5 camera. Crafted from metal and weighing at 
least 30 pounds, the machine was extremely heavy and difficult to use. One can only imag-
ine the physcial strength he needed to transport and position the camera—carrying the 
apparatus up mountains or holding it outside of a moving airplane. Before Mittelholzer’s 
photographic efforts, only paintings or prints depicted such sights of dramatic summits, 
and only mountaineers could experience the sublime vistas.    By making woodcuts depict-
ing mountains, Perkins references older technologies and pre-photographic experiences 
of the world. For this series, Perkins translated cutting-edge ASTER GDEM3 models into 
first drawings, which he then rendered into woodcuts. Printed on Thai Unryu paper, these 
prints are sensual and organic in appearance, yet so sparse and schematic that that they 
evoke only the idea of a mountain.

When Mittelholzer arrived in Addis Ababa in 1934, he was received by Emperor Haile 
Selassie. Africa was an enormous and storied continent to Europeans—simultaneously fas-
cinating and savage. Although Mittelholzer had flown over the Sahara desert, the Serenge-
ti plain, Mt Kilimanjaro, and even into Capetown, South Africa, his trip to Abyssinia seems 
to be his favorite according to his writings. Before the trip, he carefully plotted his course 
from Zürich to Klagenfurt to Belgrade to Athens to the Gaza Strip and then into Africa, first 
in Egypt then along the Nile river and eventually into Abssynia, where he was greeted by 
the indefatigable Emperor of the Ethiopian Empire. Although Selassie’s fifty-year tenure 
governing Ethiopia was criticized for its bureaucratic tendencies, the Emperpor ruled a 
country that was plagued by  feudal conditions and lacked a central transportation system; 
further, the vast majority of Ethiopia’s population still lived in very rural settings, growing 
or raising much of what they consumed. In contrast to other parts of Africa, Ethiopia, 
under the leadership of Selassie, resisted colonial power and functioned as a pillar of 
emerging anticolonial Africa.4 In Mittelholzer words, “Apart from Liberia, it [Ethiopia] is 
the only remaining African land which is independent of foreign rule.”5 For this and many 
other reasons, Selassie looms large in the histories of European and African interactions.6 
Perkins reminds us of Selassie’s reputation in various ways throughout the exhibition. 
First, he reprinted Mittelholzer’s iconic image of the Emperor, appearing lithe and moun-
tainous, truly god-like despite his diminutive frame. Also, Perkins has reprinted a map 
of Europe and Africa, penciling in where Mittelholzer stopped along his trek. Mittelhol-
zer greatly admired Africans, especially Selassie, whom he respected for his “many-sided 
knowledge and worldly wisdom, combined with a fine understanding of human nature.”7 
But, also, Mittelholzer’s must have appreciated the longevity of the Emperor’s claimed 
lineage. In fact, the country’s constitution stated that Selassie was the direct descendent 
of King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba.8

In 1934, geographical knowledge of the world was different than it is today. Maps were 
created from man-made drawings. There were conventions about symbols and ordinals 
and distances, but the tradition of maps, dating from the middle ages into the nine-
teenth century, was of personal expression. By Mittelholzer’s time, still a relatively young 
chapter in the history of aviation, from an airplane, you could see a mountain or a coast-
line and therefore know its true form. Before aviation, knowledge of geographical areas 
was based on subjective maps, but with air travel, individuals could witness the organic 
forms of nature. Today, we orient ourselves through incredible smart phones that carry 
GPS chips. We can explore hybrid images of faraway cities from our couches and receive 
instantaneous directions while traveling in foreign lands. Perkins nods to the awesome-
ness of these new technologies with his video, Untitled (Mont Blanc 360 Degree Rotation), 
created from NASA mapping programs and formulated using three-dimensional model-
ing programs such as MAYA and Adobe After Effects. In Perkins video, we can fly up and 
around the mountain with a freedom Mittelholzer would have envied. Seeing multiple 

peaks at once, we gain a sense of the underlying topography that produced this awesome 
geographical feature. The video also reminds us of how easily current technologies can 
map challenging terrains.

Flying during the time of Mittelholzer was a precarious adventure. Pilots routinely crashed 
their planes, and the first-known flight attendant was killed in a routine trip from Berlin to 
Zürich. In the middle of his career as an aviator, Mittelholzer himself crashed; he saved his 
own life by walking twenty hours with a broken leg before reaching safety. To experience 
views of the planet heretofore never seen by humans, Mittelholzer and other adventur-
ers were willing to take these risks.9 They could, in essence, fly like a bird. It is a sad irony 
then that Mittelholzer would die on foot in a mountaineering accident in 1937. On the 
eve of WWII (the first war where planes were used extensively), he was hiking through 
mountainous Austria with two friends, and all three of them fell to their deaths. The in-
explicable accident that left their bodies mangled and destroyed. Perkins’s snow print 
series, the artist reimagines the fogginess and danger inherent to Mittelholzer’s activities 
and even conjures present-day imagery of snow riddled conditions. These works, created 
from print-making technologies known to mankind for centuries, suggest that despite 
our ability to create complex computer analytics, we still cannot truly know the weather. 
Although we continually face the destructive ramifications of global warming, Perkins’s 
lyrical and abstracted renditions of snow are a poignant reminder of our ongoing desire to 
experience the natural world. 

Gregg Perkins is primarily known for his filmic and painterly works that comment on  
music and phenomenology. First There is a Mountain shows a new direction in his work 
that takes into account changing technologies alongside other methods of production. 
Through Perkins’s analog and digital lens, we encounter the characters of Halie Selassie 
and Walter Mittelholzer, and the spirit of twentieth century adventures in Europe and 
Africa. 

Jane Simon
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RELATED EVENTS

Opening Reception and Gallery Talk
Thursday November 21st 6:30 -9 pm
in presence of the artist
Gallery talk @ 7:00 by Petra Kempf, a New York based Architect
and Urban Designer
 
Gallery Talk
Thursday December 5th @ 6:30 pm
Alison Powell, Curator of books at Oxford Exchange in Tampa, Florida; reception to 
follow
 
Gallery Talk
Thursday December 12th @ 6:30
Donald Morrill, Dean of Graduate and Continuing Studies, University of Tampa, Tampa, 
Florida; reception to follow

Gallery Talk
Thursday December 19th @ 6:30
Aaron Walker, Assistant Professor Film and Media Arts, University of Tampa, 
Tampa, FL; reception to follow

Gallery Hours during exhibition
Saturdays: 11-5 PM
Thursdays, Fridays and Sundays: by appointment.

This exhibition marks a new paradigm for Bleu Acier. We will be marking our territory 
with a different approach to how we dialogue with our community. Bleu Acier will exhibit 
mid career and established artists with whom we work in print. The prints will be shown 
within the oeuvre of the artist. Lectures and readings will be organized in order to place 
and connect the work to a context, which is both contemporary and active. For more 
information or images please contact Erika Schneider: 813.215.0622 or erika@bleuacier.
com
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